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BIOS Update Release Notes

PRODUCTS: D915GOM, D915POM (Standard BIOS)

BIOS Version 0412

About This Release:
 December 14,  2005
 OM91510J.86A.0412.2005.1214.2346
 Video BIOS Build Number 1214.
 Intel PXE UNDI v4.1.16 

New Fixes/Features
 Fixed issue where Memtest* v1.65 failed when some USB devices are connected.

BIOS Version 0407

About This Release:
 September 26,  2005
 OM91510J.86A.0407.2005.0926.0013
 Video BIOS Build Number 1214.
 Intel PXE UNDI v4.1.16 

New Fixes/Features
 Fixed “System in Manufacturing” message in manufacturing mode.
 Fixed issue where system does not show correct POST code during resume from 

standby.
 Fixed incorrect length reported in legacy multiprocessor tables.
 Fixed PXE intermittent failure to download Remote Boot Image (NBP)
 Updated support for latest processors.

BIOS Version 0405

About This Release:
 March 22,  2005
 OM91510J.86A.0405.2005.0322.0911
 VBIOS Build 1214
 Intel PXE UNDI v4.1.16 

New Fixes/Features
 Fixed issue where user not able to enter boot menu using “F10” hot key.
 Fixed issue where certain USB storage device was not detected during POST.
 Updated Video Bios to build 1214.

BIOS Version 0372

About This Release:
 Feb. 22,  2005
 OM91510J.86A.0372.2005.0218.1548 
 VBIOS Build 1203
 Intel PXE UNDI v4.1.16 
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New Fixes/Features
 Fixed issue with some USB keyboards not functioning in legacy mode.
 Fixed password functionality when user access is set to “View Only” or “No Access”.
 Updated Video Bios to build 1203.
 Changed the 2.5V title in the hardware monitoring page from V2.5 to V1.5.
 Updated the fan speed control settings.
 Added support for Intel Stable Image Technology.
 Fixed an issue with 533MHz system bus and DDR400 dual channel memory where the

system failed to boot to Microsoft Windows XP or would not exit POST.
 Fixed custom splash screen corruption (JPEG corruption) encounter with some Jpeg 

files.

BIOS Version 0361

About This Release:
 January  12,  2005
 OM91510J.86A.0361.2005.0112.1311 
 VBIOS Build 3414
 Intel PXE UNDI v4.1.16 

New Fixes/Features
 Change the LED to yellow during S1 and S3 only.
 Add CPU socket identifier to SMBIOS Type 4
 Updated new Intel PXE UNDI version 4.1.16
 Updated new video ROM to 3414.
 Changed SMBIOS Type 4 System Bus Speed
 Fixed S3 resume issue with processors running at 3.8GHz.

BIOS Version 0333

About This Release:
 November  15,  2004
 OM91510J.86A.0333.2004.1112.1609 
 VBIOS Build 3402

New Fixes/Features
 Removed setup option for two non-existing SATA ports.
 Fixed an issue where the system would hang during shut down if the wake on LAN from

S5 is enabled.
 Fixed S3 resume issue with Intel® Pentium® 4 570J with HT Technology.
 Fixed an issue with the Password being set or cleared when Load Custom/Optimal

Defaults or the F9 key is selected.
 Fixed an issue where certain exit menu items can not be accessible even when

Administrator password is entered.
 Fixed an issue where the Intel® Integrator Toolkit remove option cleared the current

installed password.
 Fixed an issue where the “Set Supervisor Password” menu is not accessible when

entering setup without a password.
 Added MP Table support
 Implemented "Intel® EM64T Capable" dynamic string display on Main page in System

Setup.
 Fixed issue with some JPG file based logos
 Fixed an issue where the F10 and F12 key didn't function during POST.
 Updated the Intel PXE base to ROM 4.1.15.
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BIOS Version 0316

About This Release:
 October 6, 2004
 OM91510J.86A.0316.2004.1006.1143 
 VBIOS Build 3402

New Fixes/Features
 Added support for PXE.

BIOS Version 0315

About This Release:
 October 4, 2004
 OM91510J.86A.0315.2004.1004.0747
 VBIOS Build 3402

New Fixes/Features
 Added support for System Locked Preinstallation (SLP) string.
 Fixed an issue where the “User/Administrator Password” was not cleared when the “Clear all 

password” was selected in the Maintenance mode screen.
 Fixed an issue where a user could access the F9 and F10 keys, "Save and Exit", "Load 

default", and the "Load/Save Custom Defaults" fields even though View Only was set to “User 
access” level.

 Fixed an issue where a user could change the “SDRAM timing” control and “CPC override” 
field when user access level was set to View Only.

 Corrected spelling in setup string for “Lowest Fan speed” to “Lowest Fan speed” and 
“removable” changed to “removable.” Removed spaces in front of the string “SDRAM 
tRASmin.”

 Removed unused setup question for the fan control. Two of the fan control setup options were 
not used in the BMI sequence.

BIOS Version 0301

About This Release:
 September 23, 2004
 OM91510J.86A.0301.2004.0923.2037
 VBIOS Build 3402

New Fixes/Features
 Initial release.


